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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines a new Data Ethics & Privacy module that was introduced to computer science students in 2018. The module aims to raise student awareness of current debates in computer science such as bias in artificial intelligence, algorithmic accountability, filter bubbles and data protection, and practical mechanisms for addressing these issues. To do this, the module includes interdisciplinary content from ethics, law and computer science, and also adopts some teaching methods from the law. I describe the format of the module, challenges with module design and approval, some initial comments on the first year’s cohort, and plans for future improvements. I believe that the topic is currently important and this discussion might be of interest to other computer science departments considering the introduction of similar content.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 What is it?

This paper describes a new postgraduate computer science module, CS5055 Data Ethics & Privacy, that was introduced at the University of St Andrews in January 2018.
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The School of Computer Science at St Andrews is a medium-sized department by UK standards: 38 academic staff teach on a variety of four-year and five-year undergraduate degrees and nine different taught postgraduate degrees, to which approximately 90-100 undergraduate and a similar number of taught postgraduate students are admitted each year. As the School of Computer Science is not accredited by the British Computer Society (BCS), there exists no requirement to teach a professional ethics module. Until 2011 a final-year module Professional & Social Aspects of Computing was compulsory for all undergraduate students, but this was dropped due to low student satisfaction and a lack of qualified teaching staff.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Who else has done this?

My research has long involved around network measurement and using such measurements to better understand user behaviour. This led to an interest in the privacy and ethical aspects of such measurement, such as obtaining consent [13] or using simulated data as a proxy for real data. [17] I subsequently took a year’s research leave to study for a Masters degree in Innovation and Technology Law, with a view to furthering my understanding of law as a mechanism for regulating and enabling ethical behaviour.

On my return to teaching, I wished to both adopt some of the teaching techniques that I had observed in my law degree, as well as some of the material. In particular I believed that many of the topics such as data protection and privacy, regulation of telecommunications networks and the ethics of dealing with new technologies would be of interest to computer science students and indeed useful for them in their subsequent careers. Lessig’s “pathetic dot” theory [15] highlights how computer code is just one of the regulatory modalities that can alter behaviour (Figure 1), and so understanding other mechanisms such as the law, norms and ethics is vital for building technologies that do not result in unwanted behaviour.
At the same time there is increasing interest in the ethics of big data and artificial intelligence (AI). As data-driven analysis becomes used to make automated decisions affecting areas ranging from elections [2] and policing [19] to shopping [6] and university admissions [10], much interest has arisen in AI bias [1], and algorithmic accountability [5] and potential mechanisms for regulation [8, 14]. This has led to the formation of many new UK national initiatives such as the Ada Lovelace Institute, the ethics emphasis of the Turing Institute, and the Hall/Pesenti report on AI that proposed conversion courses for non-CS students as “a wider range of graduates will be needed in the AI workforce as it increasingly overlaps with ethics and social sciences.”[11] Our existing computer science curriculum, however, did not cover any of these issues. These personal and broader interests therefore led to the proposal of this new module. At the time of the proposal there were many professional ethics modules in BCS-accredited computer science departments, but these lacked the specific mix of big data, AI and law that I aimed to cover. Cambridge had an Economics, Law and Ethics module[3] and Oxford a Computers in Society module, but these also had slightly different focuses. De Montfort University has long specialised in ethics and technology through the Centre for Computing and Social Responsibility, and embeds ethics into a first-year undergraduate module[4] that again was slightly different to the Masters-level module that I proposed. I therefore chose to develop my own curriculum.

2.2 Where does it fit?

CS5055 is a “fifth-level” module; in the Scottish context, this means a module for Masters students. We currently offer nine different MSc degrees and CS5055 is available to all of these students. Fourth- and fifth-year (i.e., final-year) undergraduates at St Andrews are also permitted to “dip up” and take this module. Assessment is identical for both undergraduate and Masters students.

In the first year (2017/8), 27 students enrolled on the module. This was considered a healthy number and of the four new fifth-level modules introduced that year, it was only exceeded by the new machine learning module. More specifically, it was far beyond my expectations and I was worried about whether class discussion would scale to such a number. In practice this proved not to be an insurmountable problem.

As this is a relatively new area, there are few textbooks, and those that I did find are aimed at a social science rather than a computer science audience [12, 16]. In the absence of a book, the reading list[7] was instead made up of a number of research papers on each week’s topics, with the occasional book chapter where relevant. The academic papers include both computer science research papers and law research papers, which could be challenging for some students, although I chose law papers with significant technical content.

2.2.1 Syllabus. The topics discussed in the module are listed and briefly described as follows:

- What is data ethics? A quick tour of some current controversies in the uses of data, and trying to frame the module.
- What is ethics? An introduction to some commonly used ethical frameworks and ways of approaching arguments.
- What is privacy? A history of privacy and a discussion of some of the many definitions of privacy (based mainly on Solove’s taxonomy [20]).
- Relevant aspects of the law. This is mainly a discussion of data protection, placing the legal history into context and then discussing the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
- Consent. Since consent is what many people discuss when they think of technology ethics, we spend a session examining various types of consent and case studies (medical, data protection and so forth).
- Algorithmic governance and accountability. A discussion of various proposals and mechanisms for regulating algorithmic and automated decision-making.
- Ethical machine learning. A discussion, as well as some practical examples and exercises, of specific ways in which classification algorithms can be adapted or evaluated to mitigate potential bias or transparency problems.
- Ethics in practice. This session looks at various ways of enshrining ethical thinking into the software development process, e.g. codes of conduct and impact assessments.
- Research ethics. The final session critiques how university research ethics committees attempt to regulate ethical behaviour. The rationale for discussing this last is both to frame such committees in the wider module-long discussion of how to regulate behaviour, but also because it ties into the project ethics applications that the students are designing around the same time.

The official learning outcomes, as described in our course catalogue[8], are for students to:

- be able to understand various conceptions of ethics and privacy
- be able to critically analyse research literature at the intersection of computer science, philosophy and the law
- be able to understand the effect of, and the source of, bias or discrimination in a data-intensive system
- understand the need for, and optionally be able to carry out, ethical, social or privacy assessment of data-intensive projects

In short, my unofficially desired outcomes were for students to be more critical about their software development activities during their careers, and to be aware of some of the many tools and levers that are available to them for assessing and designing the projects on which they might work.

2.2.2 Delivery and assessment. The module is delivered as ten weekly two-and-a-half hour seminar sessions. This was the most common model during my law degree and I found that it allowed

---

[1] https://www.adalovelaceinstitute.org/
[2] https://www.turing.ac.uk/research/interest-groups/data-ethics-group
students a chance to have deeper discussions than the hour-long lectures that I had previously used. Another observation from being a student is that it was sometimes hard to maintain concentration for over two hours. One professor brought tea, coffee and biscuits and held a break halfway through the session. I adopted this and provided a coffee break and biscuits. This allowed students to recharge and also to ask additional questions or generally chat about the material during the break.

Each week a number of readings were set for the next week’s seminar. Students were expected to do these readings so that they could participate in the discussion. I started each seminar with a small number of slides that recapped some of the pertinent points in the reading, but interspersed these with questions that were discussed in groups. There were also other breakout group tasks such as investigating a website’s privacy policy or sharing (or not sharing) a social media post with per group members.

I chose a 100% coursework (i.e., no examination) model for assessment. This was also common in my law degree. There are three pieces of coursework:

1. Essay (worth 40%) - students were given a single essay title that was broad enough for them to pick their choice of case studies and ethical reasoning to argue their point of view.

2. Peer instruction (worth 20%). For this I used the peer assessment tool PeerWise [4]. While developed in a computer science department and commonly used in the sciences, it was not used in our own School. I therefore first encountered it as a student during my law degree and was surprised by how well it worked in a non-science setting. Students were asked to develop multiple-choice essay-style questions on each week’s topics. By having to research the topics and develop detailed questions and answers as well as explanations for why other answers were incorrect, this enabled deep learning and discussion amongst peers.

3. A data protection impact assessment (DPIA, worth 40%). This instrument is part of the GDPR, and is so new that I used draft guidance from the UK Information Commissioner’s Office as the final guidance was not complete.9

3 EVALUATION

3.1 Challenges

The first challenge in delivering this module was getting it approved in the first place. While the School of Computer Science was supportive, there were various issues in obtaining Faculty approval. The unconventional (for science) seminar and assessment formats caused particular problems. I originally planned to offer a choice of assessments, allowing students from technical and non-technical backgrounds to take the module (e.g. technical students could do a machine learning practical while less technical students could opt for a design practical), but in the end this had to be discarded.

A second challenge, common to many UK computer science departments in 2018, was the UCU strike over the USS pension scheme. As one of the “worst industrial action at universities in modern times” [21], it was inevitable that this would cause some disruption to teaching. Given the focus of the module on current events, I chose to incorporate the strike into my teaching, using it as an example of power imbalances and data protection violations. Indeed, the latter led to the writing of a paper on how some universities violated rights by using lecture capture systems to break the strike [7], which may be added to future reading lists.

3.2 Does it work?

As this module has only run for one year, it is difficult to make any objective conclusions about whether it is a success. Instead, I present some anecdotal (quantitative and qualitative) evidence about this first year.

Students performed well, as might be expected for an optional module. Eight students (29.6%) received the equivalent of a first-class grade. There were some excellent coursework submissions, with many of the submitted DPIAs being more detailed than some of the official guidance documents.

Student feedback was good, with an overall module rating of 1.67 (on a 5-point Likert scale where 1 is the best and 5 is the worst). I was also pleased to see that the score for “I directed my own learning beyond the minimum module guidelines” was 1.44, since one of the aims of the module was to encourage additional reading and research. Free-text comments were also positive, with two particular themes being raised the most: students enjoyed the timeliness of the material (even praising the fact that they were working from draft guidance as it was so new), and they enjoyed the biscuits! Negative comments concerned the PeerWise assessment and students believed that the amount of work that was required to develop questions was not reflected in the coursework weighting. I have therefore increased the weighting for this year.

Engagement in the module was high. While I did not accurately record lecture attendance, the number of breakout discussion groups allowed me to estimate that almost all of the class routinely showed up.10

Misconduct was low, with one detected case of plagiarism. I was somewhat surprised by this as the topic is relatively new and the coursework required knowledge of current affairs, which would make plagiarism from older material less practical. But the case of plagiarism was a copied essay (as caught by the Turnitin plagiarism detection service) that had nothing to do with the coursework specification. As data ethics modules become more common, however, it may become more challenging to detect such misconduct.

4 FUTURE WORK

4.1 What will we do next?

The main challenge for the second year of the module is dealing with larger numbers. There are currently 44 students enrolled for 2018/9 (i.e., a 63% increase). On the one hand I am very pleased that so many of our students are interested in this topic; it justifies the effort expended in designing the module, and is heartening to see that students want to learn more about ethics, privacy and law.

9The ICO guidance has since been finalised and a template DPIA is available at https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/data-protection-impact-assessments-dpias/how-do-we-carry-out-a-dpia/

10I do not routinely record attendance, but from 2018/9 our institutional interpretation of the UKVI visa requirements means that we will have to do so. I may thus be able to monitor numbers over time. This of course raises an issue over whether one should repurpose visa monitoring data for lecture attendance monitoring, and again I may be able to use this as a teaching example for the module.
On the other hand, this creates potential problems in scheduling (finding a room in our institution that provides sufficient lecture space for this many students and at the same time enough room for breakout groups) and in maintaining the discussion format. I have requested resourcing for an assistant to help facilitate the discussions as it would be difficult for me to move around all of the groups on my own.

I plan to adapt the course content. The nature of the content, with an emphasis on current news stories, means that much of the news material needs to be updated each year. Fortunately (or perhaps unfortunately) there has been no shortage of new events, including various Facebook and Google data breaches, etc. The GDPR has also now come into effect, which introduces new possibilities for practical exercises such as asking students to exercise their data protection rights (this was possible under the GDPR’s predecessor, but one practical advantage is that the GDPR allows data subjects to exercise rights without paying a fee). I also plan to refine the syllabus by looking at other offerings; there have also been a number of developments in the last year, including various AI ethics courses at other institutions, and an attempt to crowdsource an "Ethical Tech 101" course.

My long-term, and perhaps counter-intuitive, wish is for this module to disappear. It is oft-commented that ethics should be a core part of development culture, and similarly I would like to explore how to consider ethics throughout a computer science curriculum, rather than tucking it on in a single module. Evan Peck provides examples of how ethical thinking can be embedded into a first programming module [3, 18] and it would be interesting to see if this can also be applied to other modules at other levels. This will take time and effort, though. In the interim I am pleased that this new optional ethics module has shown such interest and engagement from our students, compared to our previous compulsory professional ethics module. The lessons learned here about the timeliness of the content and the various assessments can perhaps be used to explore how to add ethical thinking into our other modules.

5 CONCLUSION

5.1 Why are we telling you this?
I have described a new standalone Masters-level module, Data Ethics & Privacy, which is designed to introduce current debates in technological ethics, law and privacy to students. While it is too early to evaluate success just yet, I believe that the module design may be of interest to other educators. I would welcome further discussion of potential mechanisms for introducing ethical thinking into other parts of the computer science curriculum.
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